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993 was a turning point for the New
~/J England
economy. A deep regional

leaders, and public officials have these difficulties been overcome. ~ The Federal Reserve
recession gave way to slow but steady Bank of Boston has stood for decades as an
IJ growth in employment and output. authoritative source of economic analysis that
the community can turn to in difficult times,
Up~e~93
was of
also
Syron’s
lastBank
year as
President
theDick
Federal
Reserve
of and a mainstay of financial stability for the
Boston. We at the Bank were very fortunate to entire New England region. Those qualities
have Dick’s leadership during a period of were never more needed than in the past five
dramatic shifts in the economic, regulatory, and years, and the experiences of those years have
payments system landscapes. Our challenge tested and tempered the Bank’s staff for the

II

OUR CHALLENGE NOW IS TO CARRY FORWARD THE HIGH PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT THAT WERE THE TRADEMARKS
OF THE BOSTON FED DURING THE FIVE YEARS THAT DICK SYRON PRESIDED.
now is to carry forward the high performance
standards and community engagement
that were the trademarks of the Boston Fed
during the five years that Dick Syron presided.
~ The credit crunch, fair lending issues, and
the failure of many financial institutions over
that five-year period tested the Bank’s ability to
fulfill its responsibility for preserving the stability of the region’s financial system. Only
through the combined efforts of the Bank,
other regulators, business and community
JEROME H. GROSSMAN, M.D.
CHAIP, MAN OF THE BOAP, D

future. ~ With the downturn behind us, the
Bank will continue to apply its many talents to
fostering the economic well-being of the
people in the First Federal Reserve District.
The challenges ahead are no less daunting
than those of the past recession. As the
forces of a competitive worldwide marketplace reshape the region’s and the nation’s
economy, the Bank will strive to highlight
the guideposts for achieving economic
growth and stability.

CATHY E. MINEHAN
F~RSq" VICE PRESIDENT AND
CHIEf; OPEI~ATING OFFICER

AFTER MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS WORKING IN THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM -THE LAST FIVE AS PRESIDENT OF THE BOSTON BANK -- I AM DEPARTING TO TAKE ON A NEW CHALLENGE.

I

LEAVE WITH SOME SADNESS~ AS I TAKE GREAT PRIDE IN HAVING BEEN A PART OF THIS ORGANIZATION.

Ric~am E SWON
he Federal Reserve System is a remarkfruits of expanded world trade, but we also
able body in many ways, but a particular wrestled with employment losses from import
strength is its decentralized structure,
competition. The federal budget deficit bal" g of twelve regional Reserve Banks
looned during the 1980s -- and stayed there.
and a Board of Governors. This structure
These developments have posed new
allows for a diversity of experiences, analyti- challenges for the Federal Reserve System.
:al approaches, and viewpoints. In the conduct
Thus, the large federal deficits of the 1980s,
of monetary policy, this structure provides by crippling fiscal policy, shifted much of the
both an early warning system for detecting burden of achieving economic growth and price
potential economic problems and a consen- stability onto the Fed. Just a few years after
sus-building forum. Purists may be frustrated the Fed adopted monetary targets to combat
that the resulting policies do not adhere to a the high inflation rates of the late 1970s, the
single school of thought, but in my judgment relationship between different measures of
the System’s intellectual give-and-take gives money and economic activity broke down.
rise to the most prudent policies.
Not all the challenges have involved
This diversity has been a great asset
monetary policy. During the 1980s, the Federal
as the Fed has coped with the financial and
Reserve began to charge for the payments sereconomic changes of the past quarter century.
vices it provides, services that have had to adapt
We have seen the deregulation and globalizato an increasingly electronic and international
tion of financial markets, and we have suffered
financial market. Increased competition in
thro~agh oil shocks and debt crises among the
banking and financial markets has fostered inless developed countries. We have enjoyed the
novation but also increased risk and complexity,

PRESIDENT AND
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requiring greater vigilance in banking on a rotating basis, four others -- vote at any
one time.
supervision. Passage of the Community
In my experience, this system has
Reinvestment Act (CRA) in 1977 and amendworked well. An important advantage is the
ments to CRA and the Home Mortgage
active participation of the Reserve Bank
Disclosure Act in 1989 have resulted in intensified interest in fair lending and community presidents, who represent a variety of schools
of economic thought. The St. Louis Fed, for
reinvestment.
example, has long been a champion of the
While the past twenty-five years have
"monetarist" approach, which holds that
posed many challenges to the Federal Reserve
inflation is "always and everywhere a moneSystem, this annual report focuses on the five
taryphenomenon" and looks primarily to the
years during which I was president of the
monetary aggregates for signs of inflation.
Boston Fed and on three issues in which
Boston’s experience illustrates the important Boston follows more of a "real sector" approach
that associates movements in inflation to
role played by regional Reserve Banks:
monetary policy, banking regulation, and fair changes in the slack in the economy, especially
in labor markets. This approach has been more
lending.
influential in recent years, during which the
MONETARY POLICY
relationship between the monetary aggregates
and the economy has been very unstable.
Of all the Federal Reserve System’s
Whatever their analytical approach,
responsibilities, the most important are the
implementation of monetary policy and the the Reserve Bank presidents all bring to the
closely related goal of financial stability. FOMC deliberations an in-depth knowledge
Monetary policy is a joint responsibility of the of their regions. New England’s recent recession
provides an example of the "early warning"
Board of Governors and the twelve Reserve
Banks. The actual policy-making body is the potential of regional information. This region
began to decline much earlier than the rest of
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC).
the nation, and problems in commercial real
All the governors and Reserve Bank presidents participate in monetary policy delibera- estate and disruptions in credit appeared sooner
tions, although only the governors and five and more severely here. Thus, New England’s
misfortunes helped sensitize the FOMC to
presidents -- the New York president and,

dangers that later threatened the national could be lowered without serious job loss. A
economy. Monetary policy over the past five soft landing proved elusive, however. The
years can be characterized as a well-executed economy began sliding into recession in 1990
balancing act, in which the Fed sought to as consumers, perhaps fearing hostilities in the
achieve the dual
MONETARY POLICY OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS CAN BE CHARACTERIZED AS A
goals of price stability and full WELL-EXECUTED BALANCING ACT, IN WHICH THE FED SOUGHT TO ACHIEVE THE DUAL
employment. Each
GOALS OF PRICE STABILITY AND FULL EMPLOYMENT. EACH GOAL TOOK PRECEDENCE AT
goal took precedence at different DIFFERENT TIMES~ BUT
NEVER WAS ONE PURSUED TO THE EXCLUSION OF THE OTHER.
times, but never
was one pursued to the exclusion of the other. Persian Gulf, unexpectedly and sharply reAt the start of the period, inflation was trenched. Real estate markets also began to show
the primary concern. In the late 1980s, the signs of weakness, first in New England, and
unemployment rate approached 5 percent, a later in commercial real estate throughout the
rate that most economists associate with country, and still later around the globe. Banks
upward pressure on inflation. And inflationtightened lending standards. This most immehad, indeed, started to rise.
diately affected real estate, but in some regions
The Fed was determined not to lose small and medium-sized businesses found
ground to inflation. Lowering inflation in thethemselves cut off from bank credit.
early 1980s had been very costly in lost jobs
The FOMC responded with a series
and income. It was critical, therefore, to stop of rate cuts, lowering the federal funds rate from
rising inflation before it became embedded in 8 1/4 percent in mid-1990 to 3 percent by
the expectations of business and the public and September 1992. Credit market rates followed
locked into wage and price contracts. Between suit, dipping to 30-year lows. Eventually the
the spring of 1988 and the spring of 1989, the economy began a modest recovery.
FOMC repeatedly voted to increase the federal
Job gains were quite muted in the early
funds rate, pulling up credit market rates. The stages of the recovery. Growth was hampered
incipient rise in inflation was quelled.
by a number of "headwinds." Cuts in defense
The FOMC had hoped that inflation and other government spending supplanted the

fiscal stimulus that had helped fuel previous
recoveries. Exports grew slowly as major U.S.
trading partners fell into recession. Banks,
under internal as well as regulatory pressure,

these economic engines propelled the economy
along an uneven, but enduring, course of
recovery. Growth in the latter part of 1993
was especially strong.

tightened lending standards. And the combination of tighter credit and overbuilding left
investment in office and other commercial
buildings dead in the water. Finally, the necessary efforts of emp!oyers in a host of industries
to become more productive resulted in round
after round of layoffs.
Almost all of these headwinds hit
New England earlier and more severely than
the rest of the country. Thus, Ne~v England’s
experience highlighted the impediments to
recovery and the importance of a stimulative
monetary policy. For a time, the force of
these headwinds led some analysts to suggest
that monetary policy had lost its effectiveness.
But housing, consumer durables, and business
equipment investment all responded eventually
to lower interest rates, just as the textbooks
say they should. All picked up strongly, and

By early 1994, the unemployment rate,
which had previously exceeded 7 1/2 percent,
where it exerted substantial downward pressure
on inflation, was heading towards 6 percent.
Similarly, rising industrial production had
pushed capacity utilization to within striking
distance of previous peaks, raising the possibility of bottlenecks and shortages in the not
too distant future.
Soon, unless growth took a more
moderate course, the rising demand for labor
and capital would start to push up wages and
prices. Recognizing that changes in interest rates
affect the economy and inflation only with a
delay, the FOMC at its February and March
meetings voted to forestall an emergence of
inflationary pressures, and raised the federal
funds rate. In doing so, the Fed sent a signal
reaffirming its commitment to preserve the

ground it had gained in lowering inflation over BANKING AND CREDIT
the last 14 years.
In my view, the FOMC has followed
The interplay between region and
a wise course over the past five years. The
nation contributes to regulatory as well as
Consumer Price Index (CPI) increased only
monetary policy and enabled the Fed to keep
2.7 percent in 1993 and remains subdued. The the recent credit crunch from becoming
unemployment rate is expected to fall in more severe and widespread. Once again,
1994 to a rate that is roughly consistent with
New England’s experience was crucial. Because
full employment. Although the nation the recession hit earlier and harder in this
suffered through disappointing economic region than in others, the Federal Reserve
growth in the early recovery, the United States
Bank of Boston was among the first in the
has outperformed a number of countries
System to realize the severity of the problems
commonly regarded as models. Moreover, it
caused by falling real estate values and
did so despite consumers’ broad-based con- declining bank capital.
cerns about the future, and despite headwinds
Although these problems later became
impeding its recovery.
characterized as a "credit crunch," a more apt
Such intricate balancing, which phrase might be a "capital crunch." Banks,
involves complex, constantly changing particularly in New England, had their capital
factors, relies heavily on the information depleted by falling collateral values and rising
and insights
of the regional
BECAUSE THE RECESSION HIT EARLIER AND HARDER 1N THIS REGION
Reserve Banks.
THAN IN OTHERS~ THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF BOSTON WAS AMONG THE
The economic
FIRST IN THE SYSTEM TO REALIZE THE SEVERITY OF THE PROBLEMS CAUSED
gale that battered New EnBY FALLING REAL ESTATE VALUES AND DECLINING BANK CAPITAL.
gland helped
the FOMC recognize and respond to the
numbers of nonperforming loans. This loss of
headwinds facing the nation. The success of
bank capital occurred at a most inopportune
the Federal Reserve System rests on local, contime, just when regulators throughout the
crete foundations.
world were placing greater emphasis on banks

money than in the past. Economists -- even
those at the Boston Fed -- viewed these early
complaints skeptically, however. Their reflex
reaction was that if these loans were so good,
other banks would step in to pick up those that
had not been renewed.
But the complaints kept coming. Soon
it became apparent that almost all New England
banks were doing the same thing. All were experiencing capital problems, and most were responding by cutting loans. Moreover, banks in
other regions, which in better times might have
considered entering the New England market,
were discouraged both by the severity of the
New England downturn and by signs of similar problems emerging in their own markets. A
capital crunch was in progress, and it was causing the entire regional economy to contract.
Again, the Fed’s structure was key to
both recognizing the problem and responding.
Only the Federal Reserve, in its roles as bank
regulator,
RECOGNIZED
THAT
THE
CAPITAL
CRUNCH
AND
ITS
DISTRESSING
WE
bank supervisor, and
maintaining higher levels of capital. To make
matters worse, the deepening New England
recession made the capital markets very
doubtful about the ability of the region’s
banks to return to health.
Falling capital, inability to raise new
capital readily, and a stream of losses left New
England’s banks with only one way to boost
their capital-to-asset ratios: by shrinking their
assets. And the assets most banks chose to shrink
were commercial and industrial loans, which
fell from a peak of $41 billion in the first quarter of 1990 to $34 billion by the first quarter of
1993. Banks raised their lending standards, took
on no new borrowers, and chose not to renew
loans that had been rolled over routinely in the
past. Some existing borrowers even had loans
called. The shrinking pool of available credit
particularly hurt small and medium-sized businesses, which rely much more heavily on bank
credit than do larger companies.

EFFECTS WERE THE RESULT OF A REGULATORY APPROACH THAT FOCUSED ON

monetary
policymaker,
INDIVIDUAL BANKS RATHER THAN THE BANKING SYSTEM AS A WHOLE,
was positioned to sound the alarm. Our contacts with
Word of the emerging problem first
members of the business and banking comreached the Boston Fed when a few business
contacts reported more difficulty borrowing munities, as well as our expertise in both bank

supervision and economic monitoring, enabled
the Boston Fed to understand early the nature
of this economic setback.

was to avoid widespread loss of confidence in
New England’s depository institutions while
minimizing payments problems.

THE VALUE OF A CENTRAL BANK WITH A STRONG REGIONAL PRESENCE WAS
FURTHER REINFORCED BY THE BOSTON FED’S MANAGEMENT OF NEW ENGLAND’S RECENT
BANKING CRISIS. THE CHALLENGE WAS TO AVOID WIDESPREAD LOSS OF CONFIDENCE
IN NEW ENGLAND’S DEPOSITORY INSTITUTIONS WHILE MINIMIZING PAYMENTS PROBLEMS.
We recognized that the capital
crunch and its distressing effects were the
result of a regulatory approach that focused
on individual banks rather than the banking
system as a whole. This understanding not
only contributed to the FOMC’s monetary
policy deliberations, but was also disseminated
through appearances before Congressional
committees; discussions with other regulators
on possible regulatory reforms; and policy
papers distributed to academic, business,
and government leaders. A number of regulatory actions to encourage bank lending
were adopted. Recognition of the systemic
implications of bank regulation also increased.
The value of a central bank with a
strong regional presence was further reinforced
by the Boston Fed’s management of New
England’s recent banking crisis. The challenge

This was no small task, given the list
of failures between 1989 and 1992: Rhode
Island’s privately insured credit unions;
the Bank of New England, holder of the most
deposits in the region; and the failure of
more than one hundred of New England’s
small and medium-sized banks. This grim list
was prevented from growing even longer by
the Boston Fed’s providing hundreds of
millions of dollars in emergency cash shipments, warehousing billions of dollars in
collateral for emergency loans, and setting up
entirely new payments mechanisms for
electronic transfers of funds.
While the crisis in banking in New
England is now over, the presence of a strong
central bank in the region remains essential.
The Boston Fed continues to provide a critical link between bank supervision, crisis

The best known of the Boston Fed’s
activities was its 1992 study of mortgage
lending in the Boston area. Data newly
~AIR LENDING AND
available under an amended Home Mortgage
COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT Disclosure Act showed that black and HisThe Boston Fed’s exper.ience with panic mortgage applicants in the metro area
the Community Reinvestment Act and fair
were turned down much more frequently
lending is a reminder that a regional Federal than white applicants. Although earlier
studies of mortgage lending in various
Reserve System also exists to help improve
opportunities for all of us. These two closelycities -- including one by the Boston Fed in
1989 ~ had found that fewer loans were made
related issues have been among the most
controversial in which the Boston Fed has been
in minority neighborhoods than in white,
involved, but also among the most rewarding.
these studies were generally unable to disenBoth issues have been major concerns
tangle lenders’ role in this outcome from that
in the City of Boston for many years. In fact,
of realtors, insurers, and other actors in the
redlining in Boston contributed to the passage housing and mortgage markets. With the
of the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA),
release of new data on mortgage applications,
however, it was clear that minority mortgage
which requires federal supervisory agencies to
consider an institution’s record in helping applicants were turned down more frequently
meet the credit needs of its entire community
than white applicants.
when evaluating bank merger proposals and
Community representatives saw this as
other applications. Then, during the 1980s, a proof of discrimination. Lenders, however,
wave of mergers and acquisitions involving pointed out that without information on
Boston banks provided the opportunity for applicants’ loan-to-value ratios, credit histories,
community organizations to utilize CRA to and other characteristics important to the
voice complaints alleging bank neglect and mortgage decision, the figures said little.
unfair treatment. Because of its location, its role
Hoping to end a rancorous debate, Boston Fed
as banking supervisor, and its concern for the researchers went back to the lenders and
economic well-being of all New Englanders, collected data on a host of applicant characteristics said to affect the mortgage decision.
the Boston Fed paid attention.
management, maintenance of the payments
system, and overall economic policy.

Our researchers found that the explanations lenders gave for minorities’ high denial
rates did indeed account for much of the dif-

that many approved mortgage applicants did
not meet every guideline. Lenders exercise
judgment. This use of discretion means that

THE BANKING COMMUNITY IN BOSTON WAS GALVANIZED BY THE STUDY.

Pw\THER THAN ATTACK THE RESULTS~ BOSTON BANKS HAVE RE-EXAMINED HOW THEY CONDUCT BUSINESS.
THEY HAVE STEPPED UP EFFORTS TO INCREASE LENDING TO MINORITIES BY ADOPTING A BROAD
APPROACH~ EMPHASIZING OUTREACH TO ATTRACT MINORITY BORROWERS AS WELL AS INSTITUTING
SECOND REVIEWS AND OTHER STEPS TO ENSURE THAT BORROWERS ARE TREATED FAIRLY.
ference. But race still mattered. Boston’s black
and Hispanic mortgage applicants were more
likely to be turned down than white applicants
with the same economic characteristics.
The study attracted widespread attention. Lenders and community groups in other
cities with large disparities between minority
and white mortgage denial rates wondered
whether the Boston findings applied to them.
Moreover, the study provided an important
insight that has rung true among many observers within both the banking industry and the
regulatory agencies: that discretion plays a
major role in mortgage approvals.
Prior to the study, something of a myth
had developed that the mortgage decision was
dictated entirely by unbending secondary
market guidelines. The study, however, found

more people, both minorities and whites,
are approved for mortgages than a strict
application of the guidelines would permit.
But it also creates an environment in which
discrimination, and the perception of discrimination, can exist.
The banking community in Boston
was galvanized by the study. Rather than
attack the results, Boston banks have reexamined how they conduct business.
They have stepped up efforts to increase
lending to minorities by adopting a broad
approach, emphasizing outreach to attract
minority borrowers as well as instituting
second reviews and other steps to ensure that
borrowers are treated fairly.
Boston’s mortgage-lending study
also triggered a reassessment by secondary mar-

ket agencies. Discussion surrounding the
study revealed that some credit standards used
by lenders and the secondary market are based
as much on tradition as on analysis of loan
performance. Federal supervisory agencies
responded to the problem as well, supplementing their traditional case-by-case analysis
with more sophisticated analytical techniques
that look at patterns over many loans.
Our study has not been universally
praised. Criticism has been fierce, some
seemingly based on the rather naive
assumption that, ipso fa.cto, discrimination
simply cannot occur in lending despite its
presence in so many other markets. Underlying some of these criticisms may be fears
that the study’s findings will lead to overregulation, quotas, and credit allocation.
Such fears are understandable, and it would
be most unfortunate if they proved correct.
A much more desirable outcome would be if
the study prompted lending institutions across
the country to recognize that minorities
constitute a large and growing market that
warrants more attention.
Serving this market may require
innovative methods. Language and cultural
barriers must be overcome, and new approaches to assessing creditworthiness may
have to be developed. But serving any new

market requires an investment. Banks, for example, do not lend overseas without assessing
the economic and political climate of their
target countries, and they should be carefully
studying the risks associated with derivatives
and mutual funds. Work up front is necessary
to success in any new venture, and serving
minority customers is no exception.
The 1992 Boston Fed study, as well as
earlier research on mortgage-lending patterns
and second mortgages in minority communities, was a logical outcome of the Bank’s
responsibilities for educating banks about their
obligations and opportunities in helping
meet community credit needs and for
evaluating protests of merger proposals
under the provisions of CRA. Contacts with
community organizations arising from these
functions made the Boston Fed aware of a
festering sense of injustice on the part of
minority and low-income borrowers.
CONCLUSION
The past five years have been a time of
challenge, especially here in New England. But
for me these years have also been enormously
rewarding. During this time, the Boston Fed
was able to play an important role in monetary
policy by bringing to the attention of the
FOMC the dangers of the commercial real

estate collapse and the attendant disruptions in
short of remarkable. An improving economy
bank credit supply. Boston’s experience with the
and the low cost of funds in 1992 and 1993
credit crunch has also influenced the regulawere critical to this improvement, but they
tory policy debate.
would not have been sufficient without a lot of
At the same time, the Boston Fed’s
energy and resourcefulness on the part of the
supervisory and payments responsibilities en- New England banking industry.
abled us to help maintain confidence in New
Lastly, community leaders in New
England financial markets when many of our England and in Boston in particular deserve
banks and thrifts failed
and, thus, helped to
LASTLY, COMMUNITY LEADERS 1N NEW ENGLAND AND IN BOSTON IN
limit the damage to PARTICULAR DESERVE CREDIT FOR THEIR WILLINGNESS TO WORK COOPERATIVELY
the New England
WITH BANKING INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES TO ACHIEVE THEIR
economy. Finally, our
GOALS OF FAIR TREATMENT OF MINORITY AND LOW-INCOME BORROWERS.
work on mortgage
lending has brought an
underserved market to the attention of banks
credit for their willingness to work cooperatively
and other lending institutions and increased op- with banking industry representatives to achieve
portunities for minorities and residents of their goals of fair treatment of minority and
lower-income communities.
low-income borrowers. These exchanges beThe past five years also demonstrated
tween the banking industry and community
the resiliency and ingenuity that are trademarks
representatives have opened many eyes to the
of New England’s history. Despite the devasopportunities that exist in serving minority and
tating job losses of the recent recession and delow-income customers.
spite continuing cutbacks at the region’s large
The Boston Fed can be proud of its
defense firms, New England in the spring of accomplishments in the past five years.
1994 was on the road to recovery. Remarkably,
However, we were only a small part of very
the region’s unemployment rate was down to extensive efforts in support of the regional
the national average. The turnaround of the
economy by New England’s business, banking,
region’s banking industry, like that of the gen- political and community leadership. I am
eral business community, has also been little honored to have had the chance to play a role.
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STATEMENT OF CONDITION
DECEMBER 31, 1993 DECEMBER 31, 1992
ASSETS

Gold Certificate Account
Special Drawing Rights Certificate Account
Coin
Loans and Securities:
Loans to Depository Institutions
Federal Agency Obligations Bought Outright
U.S. Government Securities - System Account
Total Loans and Securities
Total Items In Process of Collection
Bank Premises (Net)
Other Assets
Interdistrict Settlement Account
Total Assets

$ 660,000,000
511,000,000
10,005,362

$ 705,000,000
511,000,000
18,463,743

4,200,000
273,708,722
19,591,883,303
19,869,792,025
353,327,593
90,943,976
1,252,607,077
(2,194,680,076)
$20,552,995,957

10,000
345,718,675
18,843,107,680
19,188,836,355
633,716,150
89,589,840
1,170,228,638
(1,634,106,634)
$20,682,728,092

$17,254,384,035

$18,571,964,483

2,555,061,116
4,934,500
14,746,390
2,574,742,006
325,892,392
151,985,524
$20,307,003,957

1,442,300,365
5,129,100
20,936,195
1,468,365,660
311,179,891
114,596,558
$20,466,106,592

$122,996,000
122,996,000
245,992,000
$20,552,995,957

$108,310,750
108,310,750
216,621,500
$20,682,728,092

LIABILITIES

Federal Reserve Notes (Net)
Deposits
Depository Institutions
Foreign
Other
Total Deposits
Deferred Credit Items
Other Liabilities
Total Liabilities
CAPITAL ACCOUNT

Capital Paid In
Surplus
Total Capital Accounts
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts

STATEMENT OF EARNINGS AND EXPENSES
DECEMBER31,1993 DECEMBER31,1992
Current Earnings:
Advances to Depository Institutions
Invested Foreign Currency
U.S. Government Securities and Agency Obligations-System Account
Income from Services
Penalties on Deficiencies in Required Balances
Penalties on Overdraft
Treasury Wire Fees
Total Current Earnings
Less: Current Expenses
Cost of Earnings Credit
Current Net Earnings
Additions to Current Earnings:
Net Profit on Sale ofU.S. Gov’t Securities
Net Profit on Foreign Exchange Transactions
All Other
Total Additions
Deductions from Current Net Earnings:
Cost of Unreimbursed Treasury Services
Accumulated Post Retirement Benefit Obligation
All Other
Total Deductions
Net Addition (Deduction) to Net Earnings
Assessments by the Board:
Board Expenditures
Federal Reserve Currency Cost
Net Earnings Before Payments to U.S. Treasury

$ 75,142
44,484,936

$ 151,445
78,725,876

1,014,558,922
43,728,635
31,122
12,510
288,064
1,103,179,331
91,242,540
11,330,964
1,000,605,827

1,121,372,762
44,676,475
71,882
21,436
268,283
1,245,288,159
85,988,813
10,285,795
1,149,013,551

2,362,418
9,425,225
..... ~1,8~3
11,789,446

7,919,191
(39,804,383)
_ 33~,~69
(31,548,923)

1,157,577
32,948,374
_ ~0,8~5
34,136,816
(22,347,370)

1,256,859
-0_ _74,~97
1,331,156
(32,880,079)

5,006,300
20,988,078
$952,264,079

4,699,200
18,350,965
$1,093,083,307

$7,076,855

$6,096,633

930,501,974

1,076,527,924

14,685,250

10,458,752

DISTRIBUTION OF NET EARNINGS

Dividends Paid
Payments to U.S. Treasury
(Interest on Federal Reserve Notes)
Transferred to Surplus

$952,264,079

$1,093,083,307

SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS
CALENDAR YEAR, 1993 CALENDAR YEAR, 1992
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WIRE TRANSFER OF FUNDS

30,793
transfers

$59.5 billion

28,153
transfers

$61.1 billion

AUTOMATED CLEARING HOUSE

631,964
items
524,620
items
107,344
items

$1.7 billion

548,628
items
446,372
items
102,256
items

$1.5 billion

5.1
million
checks

$3.2 billion

5.1
million
checks

$3.2 billion

ProcessedVolume

3.4
million checks

$2.6 billion

3.6
million checks

$2.6 billion

Fine Sort Volume

1.7
million checks

$0.6 billion

1.5
million checks

$0.6 billion

Processed Returns

45,307
daily average items

44,625
daily average items

Adjustment Process

796
daily average items

866
daily average items

Commercial ACH Items
Government ACH Items

CHECK PROCESSING (Commercial)
Total Volume

$1.5 billion
$0.2 billion

$1.4 billion
$0.1 billion

CASH OPERATIONS

6.2
million
notes
5.8
million
notes

$77.8
million

Electronic Book Entry Securities

5,626
transfers

Savings Bonds Issued

16,225
bonds

Cash Shipped
Cash Received

6.0
million
notes
5.5
million
notes

$74.7
million

$79.6
billion

4,928
transfers

$67.1
billion

$3.6
million

16,000
bonds

$4.8
million

$69.3
million

$64.3
million
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